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DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
This is a visit to the last and most recent construction in the Cadore-Maè forti-
fications, most of which is recognisable even if it is seen in the context of a com-
prehensive reconstruction to create a mountain museum and the Hotel Dolomites.
From the Cibiana pass, take the good military road (route 479) that climbs the
slopes of Mount Rite at a constant gradient (the maximum is 11% one kilome-
tre from the top), passing the Deona pass (2,053 m) before the last section reach-
es the fort. From the La Costa hay barns at about 1,600 metres you can take an
attractive path through the woods to the left, coming out onto the road further
above near the Deona pass, thus avoiding the inconvenience of the shuttle bus-
es passing. Rendezvous: Albergo Remauro at the Cibiana pass, from which the as-
cent to the summit (2,183 m) may be made either on foot or by shuttle service.
DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE
About 650 metres.
DURATION
About 2 hours on foot.
DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
An easy walk on a vehicular road up to the top, with the possibility of short cuts
off the road. Any diversions on the top of the mountain looking for secondary
positions, for example to the Cross of Mount Rite, require a sure step on a path
that is exposed at times. The shuttle service to the top may be used on payment.

THE FORT ON MOUNT RITE
This structure, built 2,183 metres high from 1911 to 1915, is the last and most
recent in the Cadore-Maè fortifications.
There were extenuating discussions concerning the route to be taken by the ac-
cess road to the top of the mountain, at the end of which the Municipality of Cib-
iana ceded all the council land necessary for the construction of the entire road
and the fort gratis by virtue of an agreement entered into with the Army on 15
December 1911 and it was decided that the road should start from Venas and
not from Valle. 
The works on the summit, mostly awarded to contractors Rebonato & Toffanin,
underwent substantial delays that entailed the whole complex being unprepared
when war broke out. The Cozzene barracks were also unfinished, as also numer-
ous mule tracks and secondary positions. 
The first section of the road was of considerable benefit to the civilian popula-
tion, because it was the first real access route to the key-making village. It led
to the Cibiana pass and then to the top of the mountain, as far as the square in
front of the great barracks.
The barrack building was more than sixty metres long and seven metres high, two-
storeyed and with 18 rooms in all. From the right-hand side a tunnel more than
20 metres long led to another square further east where there was another one-
storey building composed of two units used as storehouses. To the right was the
mule track leading to battery height, continuing towards the artillery observa-
tion post and the Cross of Mount Rite. A tunnel excavated out of the rock more
than 50 metres long allowed covered access to the battery, and a further stretch

TTHHEE  ““MMUUSSEEUUMM  IINN  TTHHEE  CCLLOOUUDDSS””

The fort was used as a base by the Cadore partisans of the Calvi Brigade in 1944
and was then completely abandoned, but irresistibly returned to the limelight in
1998, when Reinhold Messner involved the Veneto Region, the Province of Bel-
luno and the Municipalities of Cibiana and Valle in a bold project to transform
the fort into a mountain museum. This was how, in June 2002, the new “Museo
nelle nuvole” (“Museum in the Clouds”) was inaugurated inside a former armoured
battery reconstructed to a design of the Venice University Institute of Architec-
ture – IUAV – while the nearby barracks became a hotel, the Hotel Dolomites.
The gutted gunpits of the former battery have been covered with metal and high-
ly transparent glass features, whose intention is to reproduce the crystal of the
Dolomites, with the edges turned towards the various surrounding mountain
peaks. The various buildings are connected with each other also by means of the
pre-existing tunnels, which were an integral part of the fortifications and have
been made usable again. There is a multimedia room, formerly the powder-mag-
azine, near the Museum, and tourist services in the former barracks, with a restau-
rant and other facilities and a youth hostel in a former smaller barrack building.
This structure cost 4 million euro, partly covered by contributions from the Eu-
ropean Union. Messner, the famous climber, whose grandfather was from Colle
Santa Lucia in the province of Belluno, has provided his collection to describe
all the fascination of the mountains: paintings, drawings and photographs and al-
so minerals and objects representing the history of mountain climbing.
The Museum is open from 10.00 to 18.00 from 1 June until the first snows in
October.

TTHHEE  RRIITTEE  CCAABBLLEEWWAAYY

The cableway serving the fort, the pride of a company called Grandi Tele-
feriche Spadaccini, was in fact an admirable engineering work. It started from
the bottom station at Perarolo (542
m) and had various angle and driv-
ing stations (Caralte, Suppiane and
Le Nove) and grandiose towers,
some of them even 44 metres high;
it stopped first at Ruvinian (877
m), then Peaio (886 m) and went
on to the terminus and driving sta-
tion at the fort on Mount Rite
(2,183 m).

18.1 MONTE RITE

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
This is an excursion in a lonely, haunted landscape, marked not only by war mem-
ories but by the melancholy remains of a pastoral civilisation that now belongs
to the past. Take the military road just south of Casoni, on SS 251 from Lon-
garone to Forno di Zoldo (route 487), and a few bends take you to the ruins of
Casera Pradamio (975 m). Continue on a good mule track as far as Col Pradamio
(1,113 m), with the ruins of the position, and, if you wish, as far as Casera Pi-
ant Grant (1,271 m), always following the route to Bivacco Tovanella (1,688 m)
south of Cima della Serra. Rendezvous: Casoni (723 m) on the right of the state
road from Longarone to Zoldo.
DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE
About 400 metres.
DURATION
1,30 to 2 hours.
DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
An easy walk, sometimes a little challenging on the steep sections.

18.2 COL PRADAMIO

TTHHEE  ““DDIISSCCOOUURRAAGGEERR”” AANNDD  TTHHEE  AAPPRRIILL  FFOOOOLL

The Italian fortifications did not have ef-
fective anti-aircraft guns to counter the ac-
tivities of the enemy reconnaissance planes
that took off from the airfields of Dobbia-
co, Bressanone and Brunico (the 15th and
45th FLIK), and relied on 75 mm pieces on
ordinary trails with the rear buried in a cir-
cular pit and the wheels anchored to a stake
in front.
The crew were instructed to aim their gun
about 10 aircraft lengths (about 120 me-
tres) in front of their target, but the results
were poor and the shots were often to the
detriment of persons and things below.
Nevertheless, many men and a lot of equip-
ment were used in the operation of sighting and deterrence, which the ordi-
nary population jokingly called “the discourager”, because it dissuaded the Aus-
trian pilots from coming too low over the Italian installations, contenting them-
selves with merely photographing them from a height.
Aeroplanes were in fact rarely shot down, even if many in the Boite valley and
the Zoldo area remembered that the fort on Mount Rite, known locally as Rit,
often fired at the black-crossed aeroplanes, dotting the sky with little clouds and
cleaving the valley with its searchlights at night.
R. Fioretti (Tra le Dolomiti Zoldane, Udine, 1956, page 182 ff.) recounts the April
Fool played in 1916 or 1917 by some people of Zoldo who cleverly spread the
news that the guns of Rite had hit an Austrian draken balloon, shooting bas-
ket and crew down in the Pontaut locality. A big crowd went to look around on
the site of the presumed hit, without considering its improbability and, above
all, not remembering that it was 1 April.

TTHHEE  PPLLAAQQUUEE  AATT  MMEEZZZZOOCCAANNAALLEE

On 26 May 1881, just after the Maè road had
been improved, a fine plaque with a sculpture
was unveiled on the façade of the building
known as the Ospizio to commemorate the
heroic resistance in 1848.
At this point in the valley, the Zoldo volunteers
that had responded to the appeal by P. F. Calvi
denied the Austrians access to Longarone for 40
days; on one particular occasion, on 26 May
1848, they threw back a strong attack after five
hours of hard fighting.

Castellin or Col Baion, or perhaps on Col Pradamio. A board was appointed to car-
ry out a strategy study of the Longarone area, including the defences of the
Maé valley; some considered these defences already sufficient without any need
for further works, as they were supported by the guns on Mount Rite and those
on the Col dei Ciot saddle, which the Maè valley had in common with the Agor-
do valley.
In the years that followed, Col Baion, Spiz Zuèl and Col de Salèra were also for-
tified, and this, together with the extension of the range of the cannons in the
armoured fort on Mount Rite, ended by relegating Col Pradamio to a complete-
ly secondary role. On the other hand, the completion of the fortification there led
to the discarding of all the hypotheses previously advanced regarding the inter-
ruption of the Val Maè road at Bas di Caora near Mezzocanale, at Soffranco or
at Pontesei south of Forno di Zoldo, and everyone concentrated their attention
on Ponte della Serra, which was within range of Col Pradamio and was soon mined.
The original design, which envisaged an access road and an emplacement for 149
G guns, was afterwards reduced to an emplacement for small-calibre artillery,
and the site is still easily recognisable in spite of the ravages of time and the
overgrowth that has risen since it was set up. This defence work was served by
the road that we go up now, climbing from Casoni and reaching a large open
space with a trench at a height of 790 metres, intended to accommodate a ma-
chine-gun to cover the road to the Zoldo area below.

At the fork for the battery and the Casera dei Corvi at 1,050 metres, you will
make out a platform 5 metres by 7 on which there used to be a hut, with the
remains of another structure of the same kind nearby. Beside the short branch
road leading to the battery, where there are three 75 A cannon emplacements,
a wide open space is visible with the ruins of the troops’ quarters. The posi-
tion was set up on three shelves about 8 metres by 8 with cement walkways,
two underground munitions stores 2 metres by 2 and four arched niches. A walk-
way with stone steps turned off from the left-hand side leading to the lower
storey about 12 metres below where there are still two large munitions de-
pots.
In May 1915, Col Pradamio was garrisoned by half of the 29th Company of the
9th Fortress Regiment, with about 120 men, and had four 75 A cannons. The fort
had no strategic or tactical role during the war and was not used during the
dramatic hours of the Italian retreat from the Maè valley from 8 to 10 No-
vember 1917.

THE POSITION ON COL PRADAMIO
This position was designed by the Italian Engineers in 1908 on the hill of the same
name, 1,113 metres high, south-east of Forno di Zoldo as a part of the Val Maè
barrier, below the hollow in which all movements from the valleys of the Boite,
the Fiorentina and the Cordevole joined together, controlling the road along the
valley bed. It was also to be used to control the mule track from Casoni itself to
the Moschesin pass, where a guardhouse was envisaged to watch the entrances
from the Agordo area.
This defence work, however, was subjected to various cuts in order to make it
cheaper to complete, which gave rise to discussion concerning its actual utility,
also in the light of the intended defence work on Col della Sparlonga, south of
Longarone, whose 149 A guns would easily have countered an enemy thrust in-
to the Maé valley. In 1910 funds were obtained for a shelter and a guard post
at the Moschesin pass, 1,961 metres high south of Mount Castellin (2,499 m),
which gave access from the Agordo valley to the Maè valley; immediately af-
terwards, after a certain number of changes, the design was approved for a field
artillery battery on Col Pradamio, suitable for 75 A guns if possible.
In 1912, however, the concept continued to be repeated that defences had to
be strengthened in view of the construction of the new Staulanza pass road, which
would allow the Austrians to get into the Zoldo valley easily, so that all the op-
tions that had been considered before remained open: strong barriers on Col

2,013 metres, two hundred metres under the Deona pass, a big two-storey bar-
racks was prepared to receive soldiers and gendarmerie and as an infirmary,
while north-west of Mount Rite, 1,793 high under the Cross of Mount Rite,
another barracks, also intended to have two storeys, was started but never fin-
ished. 
A tunnel 3 metres wide and more than 50 long was excavated, but remained un-
completed, at Col del Turno at an altitude of 2,013 metres, which could be reached
by a vehicular road from the pass 1,983 metres high. This tunnel went from
one side of the mountain to the other, coming out with an emplacement for guns
trained in the direction of the Boite valley from Borca to Cortina: it was in-
tended to take 149 G pieces on carriages. All trace has been lost of another sim-
ilar tunnel in the immediate neighbourhood. 
On the outbreak of the Great War, Rite was garrisoned by the 10th Company of
the 1st Group of the 7th Fortress Artillery Regiment (regular army) and the 62nd

Company of the X Presidario Battalion, a total of 300 men. It had four 70 M can-
nons, four 75 A and four 149 G, while 149 A pieces in turrets were in the process
of being installed.
Austrian reconnaissance surveys on 4 November 1917 show that, after Caporet-
to, the fort was still functioning perfectly, but was already being abandoned by
its garrison.
After taking a substantial amount of munitions from the fort, the Austrians dam-
aged it disastrously in October 1918, leaving salvagers the job of taking mate-
rials left behind, both large and small, down to the valley.

Monument to
the fallen in
1848 at
Mezzocanale,
on the road
to the Zoldo
valley.

of road led from the barrack square to the entrances to the powder-magazine and
the explosives workshops. The cordite and ammunition depot, consisting of a large
room about 120 square metres in area, was reached through a crooked tunnel dug
out of the rock 35 metres long. 
The battery consisted in an upside down U-shaped concrete block 81 metres
long, 20 metres wide at the ends and 15 at the centre, with bush-hammered stone
perimeter walls and internal walls in stone. Four gunpits had been made in this
structure, with access ramps connected with each other by a communicating cor-
ridor 78 metres long and 3 wide, with a smooth cement floor. As many as 14 rooms
were constructed off this corridor and between the gunpits for use as munitions
stores and a large room for the accommodation of the gun crews, under which
big water tanks were constructed. 
In the gunpits were four 149 A cannons under armoured Armstrong cupolas con-
structed from three nickel steel plates 140 mm thick. The guns, on the basis of a
range of about 14 kilometres, which was possible with a monobloc shell, con-
trolled the main directions an enemy advance could take from Cortina to the
Zoldo area and also from the Marmarole to Cridola. About 50 metres from the
left-hand side of the battery, four emplacements were created for 149 cannons
on carriages and, about 200 metres away between the Deona pass and the fort,
a series of buildings were constructed as officers’ quarters, canteens, storehous-
es, a bakery, depots, kitchens, shelters and so on.
An organic system of barbed wire entanglements surrounded the line outside
the fort so that the defence troops could throw back any surprise attacks the
enemy might make, perhaps with the help of darkness and fog. At a height of

Drawing guns up the Mount Rite road.

Intermediate station on the Mount Rite cableway.
Pradamio, the Piangrande cheese cottage, 1,271 m.

View from the top of Mount Rite.

Present
roof of the
armoured
fort on
Mount
Rite.

Square in front of the
Mount Rite barracks.

Observer and anti-aircraft position.

Detail of the
military road to
Col Pradamio
from the Casoni
locality.
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I LUOGHI DELLA GRANDE GUERRA IN PROVINCIA DI BELLUNO
Interventi di recupero e valorizzazione nei territori del Parco della Memoria

Progetto cofinanziato dall’Unione Europea mediante Fondo Europeo di Sviluppo Regionale
Iniziativa Comunitaria Interreg IIIA Italia-Austria 2000-2006 - Progetto (Cod. VEN 222001)

DIE ORTE DES ERSTEN WELTKRIEGES IN DER PROVINZ BELLUNO
Eingriffe der Wiederinstandsetzung und Valorisierung in den Gebieten des Erinnerungsparks

Von der E.U. Unterstützes Projekt Mittels Europäischer Wärungsfonds zur Regionalen Entwicklung
Gemeinschaftsinitiative Interreg IIIA Italien-Österreich 2000-2006 - Projekt (Cod. VEN 222001)

GREAT WAR SITES IN THE PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial Park

Project co-financed by the European Union through European Found for Regional Developmen
Community Initiative Interreg IIIA Italia-Austria 2000-2006 - Project (Cod. VEN 222001)

1 Forcella Lavaredo
2 Quota “2385” ai Piani di Lavaredo
3 Croda dell’Arghena
4 Giro del Col di Mezzo
5 Misurina - Monte Piana
6 Rif. A. Bosi e Monte Piana
7 Cristallino di Misurina
8 Valle delle Baracche
9 Posizione “Edelweiss” - Sella del Sief

10 Sella Sief - Cima Sief
11 Cima Sief - Col di Lana
12 Da Cima Lana ai Ciadiniéi
13 Ciadinéi - Sella Sief
14 Variante Col de la Roda
15 Cima Lana - Costone Castello - Sella Sief
16 Cima Lana - Agai e Palla
17 Col Da Daut - Col Toront
18 Museo storico a Serauta - Marmolada
19 Malga Ciapèla - Ombretta di Marmolada
20 Zona monumentale della Marmolada

21 Col Ciampon
22 Monte Tudaio
23 P.so Mauria - M. Miaron
24 P.so Mauria - Col Audoi
25 Col Vidal
26 Anello dei Colli
27 Forte Monte Ricco
28 Batteria Castello
29 Forte Col Vaccher
30 Monte Tranego
31 Forte Pian dell’Antro
32 Col S. Anna - La Glories
33 Vodo - Becco di Cuzze (Accesso A)
34 Vodo - Becco di Cuzze (Accesso B)
35 Monte Rite
36 Col Pradamio
37 Spiz Zuel
38 Col de Saléra - Monte Punta
39 Tagliata di San Martino
40 Batteria Listolade

SECONDA LINEA MONTE RITE-VALLE IMPERINA

18.1 MONTE RITE
18.2 COL PRADAMIO

THE CADORE-MAE’ FORTIFICATIONS
In order to contain enemy penetrations both from the centre of Cadore and from the
Boite valley before they could easily break through through towards Longarone and Bel-
luno, between 1882 and 1896, the system known as the Pieve di Cadore fortifications
was completed, including the forts of Batteria Castello, Mount Ricco and Col Vaccher near
Pieve and Tai di Cadore, with a whole series of access and ring roads and secondary po-
sitions. While the forts of Batteria Castello and Mount Ricco pointed their medium-cal-
ibre guns against Domegge and the further bank of the Piave, the fort on Col Vaccher,
very vast and complex, turned the mouths of its four to eight cannons towards the
Boite valley.
The main task of this system was not solely defensive; it was also intended to be count-
er-offensive, as it was devoted to the safeguarding of a protected area, that of Pieve,
in which an army corps could easily get ready to head for Franzenfeste (Fortezza). The
idea was to carry out a rapid breakthrough to the west in order to cut off the wedge
of Trento territory that, since 1866, had constituted a troublesome impediment to any
Italian offensive in Friuli and on the Isonzo, which would have been fatally exposed to
an obvious outflanking manoeuvre after any Austrian advance towards Verona and
Lake Garda.
The works, however, were in ordinary masonry, constructed according to almost medi-
aeval criteria (ditch, drawbridge, machicolations, etc.) and they ended by very soon be-
coming obsolete in the light of the substantial advances in siege warfare that were made
in Europe at the end of the century.
It was not until 1904, when more funds arrived and new strategic studies flourished, that
Cadore again came to the foreground in Italy’s strategic defence concept.  After long
technical diatribes, some strong armoured positions were constructed that were con-
sidered of particular value in controlling the roads beneath, and some powerful armoured
forts were constructed, specifically two opere basse (lower works) on Col Piccolo near Vi-
go and on Pian dell’Antro near Venas, and three opere alte (higher works) on Mount Tu-
daio, Col Vidal and Mount Rite. These constructions complied with the theory of armoured
forts that then held sway in Europe, supported in Italy by General E. Rocchi; often served
by boldly conceived and costly access roads, the fruit of the labours of thousands of
Engineers, but also of civilian contractors and labourers, they were designed to hold con-
crete batteries fitted with Armstrong model revolving nickel steel cupolas for 149 A guns,
able to hit targets up to 14 kilometres away and were virtually resistant to any enemy
attack. Each armoured battery was also served by a series of barracks, stores and work-
shops excavated out of the underlying rock, with the capability, through successions of
defensive circuits, supplementary observation posts and additional defences, mainly in
caverns, of ensuring the impregnability of the entire fortification against any attack, keep-
ing it operational to the bitter end, even in the event of the valleys below being entire-
ly occupied by the enemy. The garrison of 300 to 500 men also had shelters, wells, equip-
ment and provisions for months, so that they could operate even under completely ad-
verse weather conditions.
The forts of Pian dell’Antro and Mount Rite, with all their complementary works and
ring roads also had the purpose of protecting the Italian defences from encirclement
through the Cibiana and Chiandolada passes and the Boite valley in the direction of the
Zoldo area. This is why, especially during the years just before the Great War and then
during its progress, a substantial system of trenches, positions and roads were set up in
the areas of Vodo, Vinigo and Peaio on both the left and the right banks of the Boite.
These defences were part of the “yellow line” theory, namely that of a furthermost line
of resistance extending between Mounts Antelao and Pelmo naturally supported by the
other fortifications in the area, ensuring the impregnability of the entire Italian system
of defences.

Access road to the armoured fort from
the square in front of the Mount Rite
barracks.

Summer 1915:
workers dig 
the summit of
mount Rite.

Colpradamio -
Detail of the
stone entrance
to the powder-
magazine.

The preliminary design for the Pian dell’Antro fort was ready in spring 1910, while that
on Mount Rite only in spring 1912, even if the first works on the summit and on the
Cibiana pass road had already begun in 1911. On the outbreak of war the system had
not been entirely completed: the 149 A cannons on Mount Rite were not operational
yet because the graduated sights were missing, while many complementary works were
still unfinished, above all those on the left bank of the Boite.
In the previous years, when the two forts were only in the design stage, consideration
had also been given to barring the Maè valley, above all after 1906, when the Italian
Army gave permission for the opening of the new Staulenza pass road, whose right

flank offered the enemy another dangerous opportunity in the direction of Longarone.
The initial plan, therefore, envisaged a vehicular road to Col Pradamio between Ospitale
di Zoldo and Mezzocanale, with the construction of an artillery position for 149 G cannons
and a guard post at Casoni with a small shelter. At the same time it was decided to build
another shelter at the Moschesin pass to cover communications between the Agordo basin
and the Zoldo valley. The defence works at Col Pradamio, however, were then reduced to
a 75 mm gun battery, considering the additions to the objectives of the fort on Mount Rite
that was under construction, but also as a result of the decision to fortify Col Baion, Spiz
Zuèl and Col de Salèra further north. All this relegated Col Pradamio to the position of a

feature in the fortifications of the Boite on Vinigo, Crepo di Pera and Colle di Sant’Anna.
In spite of the laborious Italian defence preparations, the entire Cadore-Maè system of for-
tifications, with all its 73 officers, 4,000 troops and 92 guns and a substantial amount of
reserves and munitions, proved useless and incapable of favourably affecting the opera-
tions in progress on the front line, which was beyond the range of its gunfire. The Italian
IV Army troops (commanded first by General L. Nava and then by General M. N. di Robi-
lant) could only count on these forts as a defence asset in the event of an unexpected
collapse of the front line (for example the Strafexpiditionepisode in 1916) or, oftener
and oftener as time passed, as a plentiful reserve of soldiers, cannons, machine-guns, shells

and various other materials to be diverted for the needs of the front, above all the line
in the Venezia Giulia area. So a steady trickle of requisitions began that ended by weak-
ening the entire structure and reducing it to a bad condition of material efficiency as
well as of strategic and tactical readiness. 
Commanded in the frantic days after Caporetto by General A. Marocco, the fortified
area was never given a clear and unequivocal function and was abandoned premature-
ly with limited damage to its structures, without having the chance to engage in any
worthwhile artillery action before or during the desperate and spasmodic defence put
up by the Italian troops in central Cadore and the Boite valley.

The barracks at 2,013 m, at present being reconstructed.

Cupolas of the
armoured fort on
Mount Rite.

Cover: the present crystal cupolas of the armoured fort on Mount Rite.

Coordination: COMUNITÀ MONTANA AGORDINA - Via IV Novembre, 2 - 32021 Agordo (BL) - Italia
Tel. 0039 0437 62390 - Fax 0039 0437 62043 - Email interreg.cma@agordino.bl.it D
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CONTINUE

GREAT WAR SITES IN THE PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial Park

LIST OF ITINERARIES

History and description of the Great War sites

GENERAL INFORMATION

The fundamental intention of this project is to acquaint the new generations with the splendid and enchanting places that were
the backdrop to the terrible and tragic events involved in the Great War on the Dolomite front. The traces of 29 seemingly end-
less months of struggle that have survived the passing of time enhance the fascination and the beauty of the landscape, teach-
ing us to observe, know and learn.
Itineraries of various lengths and degrees of difficulty have been proposed for visiting these sites, some of them fully realis-
able fully considering the needs of people with reduced mobility. The itineraries that are suggested have been selected bear-
ing some basic features in mind, such as historical significance, ease of access and nearness to other sites of historical interest.
We hope that this new historical and cultural opportunity will find a large number of visitors and enthusiasts who not only
love the mountains for their natural beauty but are able to perceive the relationship between man and nature, which has left
very special traces in these spots as a result of the Great War.

OOrrggaanniissiinngg  aauutthhoorriittiieess  aanndd  ffiinnaanncciinngg  bbooddiieess

“…the Alps see prodigies, not only on the part of individuals, but also of big patrols, platoons and whole companies. And not do we
see feats performed by the most expert, but even the youngest recruits soon turn into accomplished climbers. Some new mountain
routes are even opened up under enemy fire to meet the needs of war..." (A. Berti).
A historical record to re-discover the Mountains, not to forget, to know the men that lived this tragic but extraordinary ad-
venture. Memories of war for paths of peace.
This has been, as it still is, the purpose of the work done by the Technical and Scientific Committee of the Italy-Austria Inter-
reg III A project called "Great War sites in the Province of Belluno. Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial
Park". The results of the Committee's labours are the guides and leaflets that give everyone the chance to tackle easy itiner-
aries and experience life on the front line at first hand, realising the difficulties of the existence at an altitude of more than 2,000
metres of the soldiers of the opposing armies.
This is to remember that the war is not something that has been forgotten and that, in the words of Surgeon Second-Lieutenant
Gino Frontali, "...it is not a parenthesis that we can hasten to close to go back to what we were saying before...".

CCoooorrddiinnaattiioonn  aanndd  SScciieennttiiffiicc  aanndd  TTeecchhnniiccaall  CCoommmmiitttteeee


